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Abstract  

ELISA is a biochemical assay that uses enzyme-mediated color change and antibodies to detect 
the presence of antigen in a given sample. It is of three types in which indirect and sandwich 
allow detection of antigen at low concentration. It can detect antigen mixtures with high 
sensitivity. It is a low cost lab kit for screening in low-resource settings. 
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Introduction 

ELISA is used as a diagnostic tools in medicine, analytical tools in biomedical research for 
quantification and detection of antigens in given sample, quality control measures in various 
industries. These two derived from radioimmunoassay and share similar basic principles. It is 
discovered by berson and Yalow which were awarded by Nobel prize in 1977. They discover it 
to measure endogenous plasma insulin. After sometime it is developed as novel technique to 
measure and detect molecules which are present in small quantities, for analysis and detection of 
countless biological, molecules such as hormones, peptides and proteins. It is then modified by 
replacing radioisotope with enzymes. 

Method  

Use a kit with a plate that is pre-layered with antibody, an ELISA arises with a covering step, in 
which target antigen or antibody is the first layer which is adsorbed onto a 96-well polystyrene 
plate. The next step is a blocking step in which all uncontrolled sites are layered with a blocking 
agent. The plate is incubatedwithenzyme-conjugatedantibody after a series of washes. All 
unbound antibody are washed by another series. After producing a calorimetric signal a substrate 
is added which results in read of plate. The assay uses surface binding for several washes and 
separation are repeated in each ELISA step to remove released material. In order to prevent the 
dilution of the solutions it is essential during this process toremove excess liquid added in the 
next assay step. Specialized plate washers are often used to ensure homogeneity. ELISAs include 
multiple intervening steps and can be quite complex especially when measuring protein 
concentration in heterogeneous samples such as blood. The most complex and variable step in 
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the overall process is recognition, where numerous layers of antibodies can be used to increase 
signal. 

 

Result/Conclusion 

ELISA is a diagnostic tool and also a powerful method for biomedical research. It detect all type 
of biomedical molecules at low quantities and concentration. It plays very important role in 
clinical diagnostics and clinical and basic research. 
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